NGS

New Growing System S.L. (NGS) is a company dedicated to the
development and marketing of hydroponic installations. NGS is also the
name of this hydroponic system. It started its development in 1991 in
Almería, Spain. NGS (Patent No:2.221.636/7) has been used in more
than 20 countries including Greece, France, Italy and Mexico.
The system has been adapted to strawberry table top production. The
NGS system solves many of the environmental issues faced by the
industry.

NGS’s main feature is the multilayer trough, as seen on Picture no 1.
It is an elongated plastic bag that gives support to the crop and collects all
excessive irrigation water within to its bottom layer.

Picture nº 1: Design of the multilayer trough

Our new design for strawberries allows a density of ten plants per
running metre. It includes truss and leaf support. The plastic trough is fixed
to the steel structure with plastic clips that allow easy installation and
removal and can be opened and closed when necessary.
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The pre-cut gaps for the plants are placed every 15/20 cm. (Picture nº
2) thus allowing the grower to choose the most suitable density for the
plants depending on the crops.

Picture nº 2: Top perspective view

The cuttings on the medium layer, on Picture nº 3, are designed to
evacuate all excessive water to the bottom layer. The design is made
accordingly to the irrigation necessities of each crop.

Picture nº 3: Different designs for cuttings in the medium layer.

The running through different layers creates a waterfall effect (Picture
nº 4) that contributes to the oxygenation of the nutrient solution.

Picture nº 4: Running through different layers

The following diagrams illustrate our new design for table top
strawberry production. On picture no 5 we can see a front view of tunnels.

Picture nº 5: Tunnels front view
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NGS TABLE-TOP DESIGN:
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Picture no 6 shows the layout of legs in the rows. A greater distance
between legs can be used in very heavy soils.

Picture nº 6: Line layout diagram

The following diagram represents the design of the legs for the table
top structure including leaf and truss supports.
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Picture nº 7: Table-top support and latticework structure diagram

Our design department has found solutions that can be adapted to
almost any situation with very competitive prices. The light-weight, yet
sturdy properties of our system result in a very cost-effective product.
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Some pictures of commercial installations:
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Our design department can find solutions for indoor or outdoor production at very competitive
prices.
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NGS: IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT
NGS is a variation of the peat or coir table-top systems that have been
widely used in the UK. Adding to the advantages of other substrate based
systems the following unique features apply.

SUBSTRATE REDUCTION
The volume of recommended substrate is of 10 litres per running
metre. The equivalent to 10 plants on our table top system. This is less than
half the average on other substrate systems. This means we can use lighter
support structures and make significant savings in both in structures and
substrate from year one.
Although all substrates can be used, we recommend using those that
maintain the structure for more than a growing season. Our technical team
will be able to give advice on the latest trials we have done with different
substrates.

REUSING THE MULTILAYER TROUGH
In the NGS multilayer troughs the plants can be overwintered or
replaced reutilizing the troughs. The troughs can be opened and closed
again thanks to the plastic clips. The high grade plastic used can last for
many years. Hence the reduction in the amount of plastic waste generated.
Disinfection is not needed after the crop is removed but to ensure the
hygiene of the troughs a much diluted dose of hypochlorite or hydrogen
peroxide through the irrigation system can be used. These chemicals can
be kept within the system and disappear quite rapidly not leaving residues
and without serious impact to the environment.

WATER SAVINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS IN FERTILIZATION
EFFICIENCY
An NGS installation adds to normal table top or substrate based
production system the elements needed to establish the re-circulation of
water on a closed circuit
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Picture nº 8: Water recirculation

The water supplied to the crop that has not been absorbed is collected
through the drainage system and taken to the recirculation tank to which an
external source of water is also connected. From this tank the water is
pumped again to the crop, but only after adjusting the pH and EC levels
automatically on the fertilization rig.
This way a significant amount of water is saved as there are no losses
due to lost drainage or run off. There is also an important saving in fertilizer
as the nutrients that are not absorbed will be given to the plant again.
For most horticultural crops good management of the run off is
essential. Normal values are between 10 and 30% for substrate-based
production systems.
In NGS that requirement is not completely eliminated as there will be a
build-up of salts in the nutrient solution e.g. chlorine and sodium amongst
others. The amount of water that is not usable by the crop can be reduced
to circa 5%.
Following the right procedures, like adding this remaining water to non
cultivated areas or using it for watering non intensive crops the efficiency of
water and fertilizer can get close to 100%.
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NO DISINFECTION OF THE NUTRIENT SOLUTION
Recirculation of drainage water on substrate based production
systems is possible but has some associated issues. The first one is the
need to install a collection system. The installation of gutters greatly
increases the cost of an installation. Another issue is that diseases might
appear and spread throughout the plot due to the recirculation. In open
circuit cultivation it is a common practice to use separated containers or
bags that will contain pathogens thus preventing the proliferation of
substrate-borne diseases.
Many techniques have been used to disinfect the water prior to
recirculation with the aim of eliminating pathogens: UV lamps, bio-filters and
ozone generators are some of the most common. Again, these kits increase
the cost of installation.
In NGS the spread of disease can be avoided without using these
techniques. The design of the inner layers of our multi layer allows replacing
all the water available to the roots in every irrigation cycle. By doing this we
ensure high oxygen content in the water. In these conditions the pathogens
are unable to establish and develop. Many years of experience with the
system and trials with independent institutions support us.

